
                                

ELSA Level:     Level 2/3
Activity:          Learners review types of diabetes and classify 

information under appropriate type
Time:               30 minutes
Materials:        Reading: Three types of Diabetes (page 14). Adapted with 

ermission from the Westcoast Reader, April 2007
Worksheet #4 (page 15)   

Learning Outcomes:  
Learners will be able to: 

 Recognize the 3 different types of diabetes.

Suggested Approach:
 Instructor distributes Worksheet #4 and refers learners to the

“Three types of diabetes” section of the Westcoast Reader.

 Learners read about the people on the worksheet and decide
which type of diabetes they have.

Diabetes

Vocabulary:

insulin, shot, check-up
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Three Types of Diabetes

Type 1 Diabetes:
People usually get Type 1 diabetes when they are young. They often
get very sick, very suddenly.

Example:
Sara is eight years old. Her body does not make insulin.
She must have insulin shots every day. She must also check
her blood sugar. Sara’s mother gives her healthy meals and
snacks. Sara tries not to eat foods with lots of fat or sugar.
Sara exercises.  She goes swimming and plays soccer.

Type 2 Diabetes:
Most people get Type 2 diabetes. They usually get it when they are
over 40 years old.

Example:
Paul is 54 years old. He got Type 2 diabetes three years
ago. His body makes insulin. But it cannot use the insulin well.
Paul takes care of himself.  He eats well and is active    . He
does not need any medicine right now. But he might need
some in the future. He sees his doctor regularly

Diabetes while pregnant:

Some women get diabetes while they are pregnant.

Example:

Cecilia is 29 years old. She got diabetes while she was
pregnant. The diabetes went away after her baby was
born. Cecilia might get Type 2 diabetes in the future. She
goes to her doctor regularly for check-ups.

(Source:  Westcoast Reader, April 2007)
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Worksheet #4

 Three Types of Diabetes

Read about the 3 types of diabetes.  Read the sentences. Write
the correct type of diabetes:

Type 1 Type 2 Diabetes while pregnant

People get this kind of diabetes when they are very young.

________________________

People usually get this kind of diabetes when they are over 40 years
old.

________________________

Lydia’s body does not make insulin.  What kind of diabetes does she
have?

________________________

Debbie had diabetes when she was expecting a baby.  Now she doesn’t
have diabetes.  What kind of diabetes did she have?

_________________________

Max needs insulin shots every day.  What kind of diabetes does he
have?

_________________________

Sue’s body makes insulin, but her body can’t use the insulin well. What kind of
diabetes does she have?

_________________________

Leo has diabetes, but he doesn’t need any medicine now.  What kind
of diabetes does he have?

__________________________

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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